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I. Introduction 

Since a finite fraction of the momentum of hadrons is carried by elementary quark 

fields, one expects that hard collisions involving these constituents can produce par- 

ticles at very large transverse momentum. In fact, the phenomenological features 

which have emerged from the recent Fermilab and ISR experiments-particularly the 

jet structure and power-law scaling behavior of the inclusive cross sections-appear 

to be consistent with the properties expected from underlying elementary two-body 

scattering subprocesses. It is particularly significant that the quantum numbers of the 

leading particles are strongly correlated with the quantum numbers of the incident 

? - hadrons (e.g., the decreasing K-/K+ and i;/p ratios at large xT = ipT/“Js in pp colli- 

sions) indicating that the valence quarks themselves are transferred to large PT. The 

crucial question is how they get there! 

T’he.most obvious candidate for the hard scattering process is quark-quark scat- 

tering, as first discussed by Berman, Bjorken, and Kogut. 1 It is clear that this 

mechanism must contribute to the large pT cross section at some level-if not by a 

basic hadronic force, then by electromagnetic or weak interactions. Still, it is diffi- 

cult to reconcile an elementary quark-quark scattering mechanism with present ISR 

and,FNAL data (involving transverse momentum below -8 GeV) for the following 

(1) The results of the new British-French-Scandinavian2 ISR experiment 

forlJP -charged hadrons at Bc m = 90’ (see Fig. 1) show that K’ . . 
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and 6 beyond pT = 3 GeV are preferentially balanced by positive particles 

on the away side, whereas within errors there is no charge correlation 

for K+, n* or ptriggers. Such charge correlations between the trigger 
-h 
and away side are not expected in valence quark-quark (or gluon) scat- 

tering models. 3 The BFS data also show that the momentum accompany- 

ing the trigger particle on the same side does not increase perceptably 

with the K- trigger momentum (see Fig. 2), again contrary to what one 

expects from the scattering and fragmentation of valence quarks. 

(2) The scaling behavior of the 90’ inclusive cross sections, 

do/d3p/E r pQ8 f (XT) for meson production, -12 and r pT f(xT) for proton 

production over a wide kinematical range, 4 implies strong, nonper- 

. - 

S-77 

2 2 -4 turbative scale breaking corrections to the expected as pT 
( > 

pT f(xT) 

form. 5 In the Field and Feynman’ model, the quark-quark cross sec- 

tion is fit to the form do/dt = C/St3 (or C/su3) in order to fit the 
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Fig. 1. Number of fast positive and neg- 
ative particles on the side away 
from a 90’ trigger for various 
trigger types. From Ref. 2. 
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Fig. 2. The total momentum of particles 
along the 90° trigger particle for 
various charged particles. From 
Ref. 2. 
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scaling behavior and angular dependence of meson production data; an 

additional mechanism is then required for baryon production. Further, 7. 

$e normalization of the cross section requires C to be huge 

(2.3 b GeV6 =5800 GeV4) due to quark fragmentation, and the angular 

form is indicative of fermion (J= l/2) rather than boson exchange. 

. (3) Quite careful calculations of the sum of the quark-quark scattering 

QCD terms using the nominal value of os N 0.2 to 0.3 indicates that 

the QCD contribution lies an order of magnitude below the data for 

. pT c6 GeV for single particle production in the ISR, FNAL energy 

range. Furthermore, using Eq. (3.4) and’ 

I (1.1) 

for the (color-averaged) quark-quark cross section, one obtains 

. - 
(*c. m. =goo, 5 = P&ax) 

~(pp-zq”x)~ 3 of 
wq7 

d3p/E 
4 

PT 
(1.2) 

At s = 400 GeV, pT = 5 GeV, with cys = 0.3, this gives a jet cross sec- 

iion -1.5 nb/GeV2, small compared to the jet cross section -15 to 20 

nb/GeV2 recently reported by the E260 Fermilab collaboration. ’ 

(4) A most critical point is that the qq -qq model does not account for 

exclusive large p T processes. The natural prediction is 

where N cob is the number of coherent terms. Using Eq. (1.1) and 

N coh = 9, one predicts (in GeV units)1o 

3 2 
$(pP -PP)[~c.m.=goo)= gS;,o Qs (I. 4) 
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This is consistent with the observed fixed angle scaling behavior 

s-9.7*o.5 f(oc m 
.‘. . ), but the experimental cross section normalization 

iits 

+$PP- PP’lP 
1.3X109 

c.m. =900)= slo (1.5) 

requiring as = 370. Similarly, the Field-Feynman form for 

do/dt (qq-qq) yields a cross section four orders of magnitude too 

small at s = 20 GeV2, 61c m = 9o”. The qq --qq terms also yield the . . 

wrong angular distributions for pp scattering, predicting that the 

effective Regge trajectory o(t) e 1 at large -t (for gluon exchange) or 

o!(t) -J/2 at large -t (for the F-F model). The data indicates that o!(t) 

falls to a negative value, below -1, at large spacelike t. Furthermore 

since gluons do not carry flavor, it is difficult to understand why 

charge exchange reactions at large t are comparable in size to elastic 

reactions. 

In the Constituent Interchange Model (CIM), developed by Blankenbecler, Gunion, 

and myself, 12 the basic hard-scattering subprocesses are postulated to be quark- 

hadron interactions (e . g . , qMdqM, qB -LqB, and the reactions related by crossing, 

$--MM, qa-BB, etc.). Since the high pT hadrons can be formed directly in these 

subprocesses, the CIM cross sections, unlike quark and gluon jet subprocesses, are 

not suppressed by trigger bias (an effect which typically reduces quark fragmentation 

cross sections by two orders of magnitude). 

The calculations in the CIM assume that there is a finite coupling of the hadronic 

states to valence quark fields, IM>V= Iq&, IB+= lqqq>, and that the underlying 

quark-quark interaction kernels are asymptotically scale-free. Thus, modulo possi- 

ble logarithmic corrections, the CIM is consistent with &CD. A simple calculation 
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for spin l/2 quark-hadron scattering at large t and u gives (see Fig. 3a) 

4r 

$I?+ + -un)=mY & =$ 
su 

(corresponding to elementary spin l/2 exchange at fixed u) and 

2 1 

(1.6a) 

2 12 where aM = 3 4n is the effective meson-quark-antiquark vertex coupling constant 

(units of mass-squared), and g is proportional to the Bethe-Salpeter wave function 

$(x=0) at the origin and the QCD qq -, qq coupling constant. Equations (1.6) give 

cross sections for a quark of specific color. For simplicity, we will assume SU(3) 

symmetry. By crossing we also have 

&lL 7r+7r-) =f m!; & , 
su 

etc. The calculations in the CIM are consistent with the dimensional counting rules. 13 

We emphasize that the quark-hadron scattering amplitudes contribute in any quark 

model since their normalization is already fixed from the hadronic Bethe-Salpeter 

wave functions, elastic form factors, momentum sum rules for structure functions, 

etc. In fact, as we shall review here, the CIM predictions are consistent with not 

only the scaling laws and angular dependence of the measured exclusive and inclusive 

large pT cross sections, but also their normalization. 14 The strong charge correla- 

tions between the trigger and away side jet found by the BSF group are also natural in 

the CIM approach. 

II. The Structure of the CIM-Exclusive Reactions 13,14 

Given the basic building block, Eq. (1.6), for quark-hadron scattering, it is easy 

to construct a theory of large pT exclusive processes which should be valid whenever 

valence quark effects dominate. Figure 3 indicates how one can proceed from the 

standard quark parton model representations of the elastic electron scattering and 
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Fig. 3. Contribution of the ?r+u - 7r+u valence scattering amplitude (a), 
to the pion form factor (b), valence structure function (c), 
large angle r+p- r+p scattering (d) and inclusive scattering 
(f) (direct contribution). The relationship of photoproduction 

~ (e) to elastic scattering at large angles (d) is also shown. 

Compton scattering, to mesorrphoton production and to meson-baryon scattering. A 

useful formula, valid for each of these applications at large t and u, is 

&(A+B + C+B) ri &(A+q - C+g>L s=xs , ;qu *&t FB@) , (2.1) 

where the baryon form factor FB(t) can be computed directly from the qB - qB ampli- 

tude. The value of x N 0.3 to 0.4 is the mean valence quark light-cone momentum 

fraction. Note that a sum over coherent amplitudes is understood in Eq. (2.1). In the 

case of B-B scattering, there are also terms which restore t-u symmetry. 

The calculations of the power laws in the CIM agree with 

rules l5 

F#) - t 
1-nB 

$ (A+B - C+D) N s 
2-nA-nB-nC-nD 

f(ec.m.) 

the dimensional counting 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 
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(where nH is the number of elementary fields in H), and are generally consistent 

with large angle experiments for 30’~ Bc m < 150°, Itl, lul 2 3 GeV2. . . 

In pa%cular, for pp’:scattering we predict (z = cos Bc. m.) 

da 1 1 
rp (1-z2)a 

(2.4) 

with a between 4 and 6. This is in excellent agreement with the best power law fit to 

the data, s-9*7*0*5, and its angular dependence (a 
exp 

- 5-7) over a wide range of 

e 4 
c. m.’ Even more crucial, by s-u crossing, the form of Eq. (2.4) is consistent with 

da/dt @p - cp)/da/dt (pp -pp) - l/50 at Bc m = 90’. The angular dependence pre- . . 
dieted by the CIM reflects its duality-diagram topological structure. In addition, all 

Regge trajectories are predicted to fall to finite values at large negative t, e.g. , 

a(t) -c 0 for Compton scattering, o(t) --) 1 for meson-baryon and cr(t) ~-2 baryon- 

baryon scattering. These predictions can also be tested in the triple Regge (xL - 1) 

. - region of inclusive reactions. 

In the case of photoproduction, Anderson et al. l6 find do/dt (rp -c 7r”p)lgoo -- 
ac s-7.3*o.4. m agreement with the prediction, s -7 . A new measurement of large 

angle Compton scattering gives 17 

@/dt(yp -) m) oc sb 

Wdt(yp - rap) 
for 4 c s < 10 GeV2 (2.5) 

with b = 2.1 f .6 indicating that even at relatively low energies the elementary coupling 

of a photon to the quark current can be discerned from a meson-dominated interaction. 

The magnitude of the fundamental coupling constants oM and acB. can now be 

determined in a number of ways, e. g . , from the ratio da/dt (rp --, r+n)/da/dt(r’p - n+p) 

(proportional to ~/a,), from the normalization of the valence quark contribution to 

the structure functions or form factors (determine aILI. and (Y,), the normalization of 

ao/at(n+p - Ir+p)/F:(t) (proportional to ok), and da/dt(pp -pp)/Ft(t) (proportional to 

o$). The various determinations are consistent within the accuracy of the analysis 
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and yield14 

r 

12 
aM = 34~ E 1.2 GeV2 

(2.6) 

within an uncertainty of order 50%. 

III. Inclusive Reactions in the CIM 

In the CIM, as well as in other hard scattering models, the inclusive cross sec- 

tion for A+B - C+X at large pT corresponding to a given subprocess a+b-ctd can be 

written as a convolution over structure functions G a/A(xapqa)9 Gb/B(ssFTb) and the 

fragmentation function D C,c(xc,~Tc~ times the square of the matrix element for the 

subprocesses (see Fig. 4). Caswell, 

Horgan, and I 18 have recently analyzed 

exact calculations in $3 field theory and 
. 

have verified that the usual approximation 

of ignoring the kT fluctuations in the sub- 3177Ab 

process matrix element and phase space 

is reliable for pt 2 &$ provided one 

Fig. 4. Hard scattering subprocess 
contribution ab - c+d to the 
inclusive cross section 
A+B-C+X. 

sums over all leading two-body hard scat- - 

tiering subprocesses. The fact that the incident lines are kinematically determined to 

be off-shell, e.g. , 

(3.1) 

insures that the contribution of diagrams with zero mass exchange contributions 

are never singular. Although the effect on single particle cross sections is well under- 

stood, the kT fluctuations can still affect pout distributions, correlations with specta- 

tors, etc. 19 
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It is extremely useful to have an analytic form for the inclusive single particle 

cross section. If we parametrize 1. 

g (a+b -c+d) = AD 
,N-T-U (-t)T (4) u 

and 

G a,A(X) = $ fa,A (l+g,) (3.3) 

(3.2) 

1 
where f a/A = dx Ga/A (x) is the (light-cone) fraction of momentum carried by a in A. 

Then for large”pT, -14 we can write 

x(A+B-C+X)n c I 
wqF 1 1 

d3p/E ( ) 
p; N (l+xRZ)F+ (l-xRz)F- 

(3.4) 
ab- cd 

where the coefficient is 

r @a+2) ’ (f+,+2) 
r(ga%b+2) J ’ . (3.5) 

and J(z, xI$ is a slow function of z = cos Bc m and s = pC/pmax, with J(0, 0) = 1. The . . 

XT -1 dependence at 90’ is controlled by F =ga+gb+l. The angular dependence is 

controlled by 

F- =T+l+gb-N and F+=U+l+g,-N . 

The form (3.4) can be readily generalized to allow for the fragmentation of c into C, 

taking DC,c(~) = d(l-z)f/z: 

x(A+B - C+X) s (l-~~)~+’ +- (A+B -, C+X)d I$-Y+;+‘) 
d3p/E 

(3.6) 
d P/E 

R7e can also allow for a more reasonable shape for xG a,A(x) which gives some flatten- 

ing at small x: 

ga 
xG .,Afx) = (l+g,) fa,ANa,A (1-x) 

x>;; 
g a 

(l-is) a x<f; -a 

(3.7) 
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where N ;;A = (l-Gafpa ( l+gaka) and fa,A is still the momentum fraction. The coeffi- 

cient I is then replaced by 10 N 
4\ 

a,A-Nb,B in Eq. (3.4). 

Equation (3.4) is extremely useful, not only for high pT reactions, but also in 

calculation of single muons from the Drell-Yan process, inclusive two photon proces- 

se8 reactions e-e- -, C+X, etc. 

The dimensional counting prediction for Ga,A(x) at x-l is Ga,A(x)a(l-x) 2n(ilA) -1 

where n(ZA) is the number of fast elementary constituents of the bound state A which 

are left behind after fragmentation. Examples are VW zp - G~/B h) (1-xJ3 9 

GM/B 
5 1 - (l-x) , Gq,M - (l-x) . These predictions are again based on the short dis- 

tance behavior of lowest order terms in renormalizable perturbation theories assuming 

a finite Bethe-Salpeter wave function at the origin. (In cases where a is a fermion and 

A is a boson (or vice-versa) the power can be increased by 1 from spin effects, 

although this effect is generally cancelled by nonleading corrections. In the case of 

elementary bremsstrahlung in perturbation theory one has G 
r/J ) 

xS - (Y/T log (s/m2). 

l (l+ (1-x)2)/x, etc. , where the logarithm arises from the 5 integration. ) Further 

discussion may be found in Refs. 11-15. 

The result of the convolution and Eqs. (3.4) and (3.6) are all consistent with the 

counting rules at large pT and large Bc m . . 

E=(A+B-C+X) = c 
d3p abed (Pi +m2factive-2 f(E’ ec*m*) 

EGO &d (p,,m2factiveS2 eF f(ec’m*) 

where E = l-xR = d2/s. Here nactive is the number of active fields in the high pT 

subprocess (e. g. , nactive =4 for qq-qq, 6 for qM--qM) and F = 2n spect - 1 where 

n spect = n(a) + n(bB) + n(&) is the minimum number of elementary constituents that 
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“wasW the momentum in the fragmentations 

A--a, B-b, c-C (e.g. h. nspec=5 and F=9 for 
CI 

qq-qq or qM--qM in pp-MX). In general, 

one predicts that aside from normalization 

effects, the subprocesses with the minimum 

n ’ active (minimum p;.’ power) and minimum 

nspect (minimum F power) will dominate the 

cross section at large pT, and small E. Thus, 

given the fact that the qq -qq term has a small 

predicted normalization, the dominant terms 

(for pT s 7 GeV) for pp -) 7r* , K+X will come 

from the qM-,qM subprocess (Fig. 5a): 

L@P -lr*,K+ X)- E9 
. d3p/E 

(pc+m2)4f(ec.m.) ’ 

(0) 

M 

5-77 (b) 3177AS 

Fig. 5. Dominant CIM coptribution 
to (a) pp-&, K X and 
(b) PP Y K-X. 

Here m2 represents terms of order &$, m2 
q’ 

etc. All other quark-hadron subproc- 

esses lead to a higher power of l/pT or E . In the case of K- production, the dominant 

contribution at high pT small E will come from the “fusion”, subprocess qi -K-M 

(Fig. 5b) 

P 

d3p/E 
da @p-cK-X)w (pi+m2)4f(BCm.) . 

A comparison of the CIM predictions with the experimentalists’ fits to the Chicago- 

Princeton-Fermilab 20 data for pp -nf, K*, pfx is shown in Table I. The agreement 

seems remarkable. For example, as shown in Fig. 6, the best fit for the Chicago- 

Princeton ec m =90° data for pp-7r+X is p;.“’ 2 (~-xT)‘*~ (with uncertainties in n and . . 

F order rt0.5). The relative suppression of Edrr/d3p(pp+rWX)/Edr/d3p(pp--$X)-(1-%) 
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Table I. Scaling predictions for Eda/d3p = Cpin (l-xT)F. 

I. 
LargePT Process Leading CIM Subprocess Predicted Observed (CP)20 

+X PP - ?r 

q&MK- s//11 8.9//11.7 
qM - qK- 8//13 

PP -PX SIB -ClP 12//7 11.7//6.8 

n//F n//F 

8//g 8.2//9.0 

8//g 8.5//9.9 

8//g 8.4//8.8 

12//11 (8.8//14.2) 

8//5 

8//7 

8//3 . 

10-26 

to-27 
CL ” 

$ 10-28 
* 
E 
n! a0 10-29 
cr 

10-30 

10-S' 

s-7, 

Fig. 6. 

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 

XT = 2PT/fi I,,,.. 

Scaling law fit to the 
cross section pp- ?r +x9 
8 c m s90°, x.T = 2prI/& 
> 0.. 3: From Ref. 20. 

evidently reflects the relative suppression of the 

d/u quark ratio in the proton structure function 

at large x. 

An important check on the identification of 

the underlying subprocesses is the angular 

dependence of its cross section. The leading 

CIM contribution to pp --?r+X arises from 
+ + u7r --UT : 

do 
*UT+ 

+ -UT ) 
dt 

The angular dependence of the subprocess can be 

determined from experiment either from the 
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correlated angular dependence of the away side jet 21 or the angular dependence of the 

pp -) TX inclusive cross sections. 6 Analyses indicate that the data are best fit with 

-6 the form, 

dr 1 1 :a- or - 
dt ii t3 iti ii3 

(equivalent because of the pp symmetry). This coincides with the CIM prediction 

(1.6a) for the angular dependence reflecting elementary spin l/2 exchange. It should 

be emphasized, though, that the phenomenological analyses which use the opposite 

side jet distribution can be complicated by spectator effects unless the particles in the 

jet are required to have large pT. 19 

IV. Normalization of Inclusive Cross Sections 

Since the values of the basic quark-hadron couplings aM and oB are determined 

by exclusive processes, predictions of the CIM for inclusive reactions are almost 

completely constrained: 
. - 

the model predicts the pT power, (l-xR.) power, and angular 

shape, as well as the normalization for each contributing subprocess. A complete 

discussion of baryon-, meson-, and photon-induced reactions will be given in Ref. 14. 

As an example, for K+ production in proton-proton collision the dominant CIM sub- 

processes is u.K+ --c UK+ which contributes (in GeV units) using (2.4) 

E=(pp-K+X) N 
d3p 

t4* 1) 

This estimate is probably accurate to within a factor of 2. In the calculation of the 

overall normalization we assumed cy M=l.2 GeV2, f 
u/P 

- 0.3 (summed over colors) 

and GK+/p a (~-x)~/x, normalized to the momentum fraction f 
K+/P 

N 0.1. We have 

also included in Eq. (4.1) a factor of -5 to include the contribution of uK+ -) uK+, 
+ d?r + -SK , etc., and a factor of 3 to allow for contribution of decay of resonances 

into the K+ from uK+* 20 - uK’+.‘, etc. This can be compared to the fit to the CP data 
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at 90°, Edo/d3p(pp - K+X)r 5(l-xT)8*4*o’ “/pk 8 * Oo5. Thus the normalization of 

the qM - qM amplitude as determined from exclusive reactions and form factors is of 

the right &e to account for the FNAL data. The prediction for n+ is similar but 

somewhat higher due to the greater number of decay channels. 

The leading CIM contribution to K- production at large xT is expected to be due to 

the ‘nfusion” subprocesses q;i -. MR. For K- production this includes uii -L K+K-, 

dii - K’K- as well as K* contributions. Specifically, 

11 
-(pp:K-X)1 
d3p/E 9o” 

= 0.013 (l-2) (4.2) 
pT 

for the contribution of the single subprocess uii --K+K- alone. The calculation includes 

a factor of l/3 from the fact that quarks of the same color must annihilate and l/2 

from the spin crossing factor. Equation (4.2) is useful for an estimate of how often a 

K- trigger will be balanced on the away side by exactly one particle, the K+, in the 
? 

CIM. We assumed here 
color fii/p 

c = 0.03. Taking all the fusion contributions, the 

coefficient in Eq. (4.2) is increased to -0.2. Additionally, one can expect a contri- 

bution of order 1.5 (1-xT) 13/p; at 90’ from K-u -K-u s-channel subprocesses, etc., 

normalized to ensure K-/K+ N 1 at xT =3 0. Thus the fusion subprocesses will not 

dominate K- production until xT 2 0.65. 

The value of aYB N 10 GeV4 also allows one to predict the normalization cross 

sections for baryon and antibaryon production. The leading CIM processes are 

qB- q’B’ and qG-- BB’. The predictions are consistent with the FNAL and ISR data. 

&tails will be presented in Ref. 14. 

V. Charge Correlations in the CIM 

It is interesting to see how charge correlations between the trigger charge and 

the charge of fast particles on the away side arise in the CIM. In the ISR domain, 

where xT is small (~0.3), the dominant CIM subprocesses for K production are 
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(b) 
qM -. q’K and qM --) q’K* -) q’Klr. The 

various recoil quark systems q’ in- 

volved in the direct product of kaons 

are shown in Fig. 7. (Notice that the 

strange meson M in 7a is found in the (cl (d) (6) proton Fock state components with 
~~;M~K-sc"-- 

> 5 quarks, and the recoil quark has a 

S 5 v s roughly equal chance (assuming SU(3) 
(Qq)r 5112 (Qq)= I/3 Q&j)= I/3 

a-7, 11,011 symmetry) to be an s or d or either of 

Fig. 7. CIM diagrams for Mq-Kq’. the two u-quarks. ) As shown in the 

figure the quark system opposite the 

trigger is always positively charged for a K-, and roughly neutral (or slightly positive) 

for the K+. (The contribution of 7b is suppressed by a factor of 24 at 900.) The same 

results are maintained when decays of K* -) Kr are included. In the case of the fusion 

contributions, for K-, the qi system tends to have charge 0 or +l, so again the K- tends 

to be balanced by positive charge. The charge correlations for p and l? are predicted 

to be similar to those for K+ and K- triggers, respectively. 

Since the CIM processes always involve quark exchange, charge correlations be- 

tween the trigger and away side systems occur naturally. In contrast, such correla- 

tions are generally expected to be small for qq scattering. 3 It will also be interesting 

to trace the charges of the spectator systems in the beam directions accompanying a 

high pT trigger. Also, as emphasized elsewhere, 22 the charge flow associated with 

massive lepton pair production provides an ideal laboratory for the study of quantum 

number transfer in high energy reactions. 

VI. Jet Production at Large Transverse Momentum 

Measurements involving a jet trigger with large total transverse momentum pc are 

important since the suppression of quark-quark scattering (and other processes involv- 

ing Won jets: Mq -a a- gq, ai - gg, gg - gg, etc.) from the single particle 
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trigger bias is removed. It will be crucial to have knowledge of the scaling behavior 

in pc and 4 in order to unravel these contributions. 

An imwrtant theoretical and experimental question is how to define a large pT jet 

trigger which does not confuse contributions from spectator systems. In addition, the 
out 

large values reported for <pT > may indicate contributions from processes involving 

more than 2-2 collisions. It may be possible to resolve some of these questions by 

studying a “quark” jet trigger at high pc in deep inelastic lepton scattering where we 

%mw” the subprocess is 1q - fq. 

Although the CIM appears to-predict the single particle data at large pT very well, 

it probably cannot account for the large jet trigger rate seen in the FNAL calorimeter 

experiment. 9 The dominant jet-trigger contributions in the CIM come from Mq - M’q’ 

subprocesses giving dc/d3p,/E, cc pi: (l-3J)g. In addition there are contributions 

from other subprocesses qB - q’Bf, q6 - Ml%, M%I - qs, q+qq - M+B etc. which 

also provide triggers at high pT. We estimate that the jet/r+ rate from CIM terms is 

probably in the range of 50 to 100 at pT = 5 GeV, & = 20 GeV, and is approximately 

constant, compared to the measured ratio’ which is increasing well beyond 300 for 

pT > 5 GeV. It is possible that qq - qq, Mq - gq, and other elementary quark-gluon 

contributions could be playing at least a partial role here. These conclusions are 

tentative, though, in view of the uncertainties in the definition of the jet trigger and the 

unlmown scaling behavior of the data. 

The hadronic jets which emerge at large pT can correspond to other quark, multi- 

quark, gluon, or hadronic systems and it will be important to have empirical means to 

discriminate them. The main discriminants are (1) quantum number retention, (2) the 

leading particle power law behavior at x= pL/pm, near 1, and (3) the associated 

multiplicity. An interesting possibility is that the magnitude of the hadron multiplicity 

is directly related to the amount of color separation; 23 in particular the neutralization 

of a color octet (gluon jet) is predicted to yield 9/4 the multiplicity in the central region 
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compared to that of a quark jet. Further discussion and references may be found in 

Ref. 23. 

Finally we note that detailed comparisons for various nuclear targets of the jet 

cross section and the multiplicity at high pT could be a sensitive tool for uncovering 

the role of multiscattering in the nucleus. 

VII. Conclusions 

The experimental data for single particle and jet cross sections, charge momen- 

tum, and angular correlations are now so extensive that the constraints on fundamental 

models have become overwhelmingly restrictive. 

If sufficient scale-breaking is assumed-either in the structure functions 24 and/or 

the scattering amplitude6 -then it is always possible to interpret the single particle 

cross sections in terms of an effective quark-quark scattering cross section. How- 

ever, as we have emphasized here, it is then difficult to understand the strong charge 

correlations and momentum correlations measured by the BSF collaboration (shown in 

Figs. 1 and 2), as well as the scale-breaking behavior for baryon production. Further, 

there is no obvious explanation or connection with exclusive large pT data. 

On the other hand, the constituent interchange model, together with the dimen- 

sional counting rules, gives an essentially parameterless description of hadron proces- 

ses at short distances. The scaling laws of the CIM assume a basic scale-free theory, 

modulo logarithmic corrections, characteristic of renormalizable perturbation theories. 

Given that as is numerically small and the trigger bias suppression of quark jets, the 

leading subprocesses for single particle cross sections can then derive from quark- 

hadron scattering amplitudes. We emphasize that the qM - qM, qB - qB contributions 

and their crossing variants are an essential component in any model (including QCD) 

and that their normalization is fixed by the form factors, the momentum sum rule, etc. 

The calculated subprocess cross section for A*, or K+ production in pp collisions is 

dc/dt (qM -qM) = ncu&/su3, where a! M is determined by the valence meson wave 
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function renormalization. This form then yields the observed pT, ec m , xT depend- . . 

ence as well as the normalization of the inclusive cross sections. However, as we 

- have. discesed in Section VI, it does not seem possible for the CIM to account for the 

large jet cross section observed at FNAL. 

As we have emphasized, processes based on quark-hadron scattering can dominate 

-12 large-pT single particle inclusive reactions, despite their p;.“, pT scaling behavior, 

due to the absence of trigger bias and the relatively large size of aM and aB. We 

predict the Cl&I terms will dominate the qq -) qq scale-invariant contributions for pT 

below -7 GeV, assuming CY~ - O.-2. The cross-over point in pt is controlled by the 

ratios aM/ols and Jps. For inclusive reactions we also need to estimate the 

normalization of the GM,B (x) structure functions for virtual qi meson-like states, but 

these can be approximately fixed by normalizing to the measured antiquark momentum 

fractions. The pT, 1-xT, and angular dependence of inclusive meson and baryon pro- 

duction reactions can then be understood in terms of a minimal set of subprocesses, 

qM -. qM, qB --) qB, and their crossing variants. The normalization of each subprocess 

contribution can be approximately computed, and the theory has a smooth connection to 

exclusive processes. Detailed predictions for other beams (including photons and 

leptons) can be made using the simple formula (3.4). There are also many important 

tests of the model involving correlations between particles on the same side, away side, 

and beam fragmentation regions. Events are predicted to occur with a single particle 

in both the trigger and away side systems, via the qc -, MM and qa -) BB subprocesses. 

These will occur at a nonnegligible rate in MB and BB collisions. 

It is useful to distinguish three regions in transverse momentum for hadronic 

inclusive reactions at high energies: 

(A) The asymptotically scale-free, large pT region (above pT - 7 GeV for single 

particles, and pT 2 6 GeV for jets), where the simple perturbation theory contributions 

for QCD are expected dominate. In this region, in which strong interactions take their 
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most elementary form, one will be able to study the properties of quark and gluon jets, 

as well as multiquark jets in the spectator regions. 

(B) The moderate pT zone, where the CIM diagrams are predicted to dominate, -h 
-12 giving scaling law contributions of the form p;.“, pT . . . at fixed xT. In this region 

(roughly 2 5 pT 2 7 GeV for single particles reactions), one can trace the quantum 

number flow characteristic of duality diagrams. Thus, the dynamical structure of 

hadrons can be studied in detail in this region. In the case of exclusive reactions, 

Regge behavior takes its most basic form, with trajectories a(t) receding to negative 

integers, or in the case of Compton scattering to a J=O fixed pole. 

(C) The most complicated region is at low pT where the cross sections Feynman- 

scale and many different coherent, diffractive, Regge, and resonance/cluster phe- 

nomena operate. In the central rapidity regions correlations with the quantum num- 

bers of the incident particles become negligible, but the multiplicity in the central 

region may well be related to the same color confinement dynamics as in 
+- . - hadrons . 

23 
ee Furthermore, the fragmentation regions with xL = p: m’ /pFax 

4 *l can also be related to off-shell hadron dynamics, and quark counting rules can 

be used to discriminate the basic hadronic mechanics at low transverse momentum. 25 

The transition regions between (A) and (B) or (B) and (C) are clearly complicated 

since several different mechanisms compete, but phenomena in such regions could be 

important for the study of interference. effects, etc. Photon/hadron comparisons are 

especially important 26 : in regions (A) one predicts y/r - const at fixed xT; in region 

03 r/a N QP; f(xT). 

We note that in the CIM several different areas of hadron phenomenology becomes 

interconnected: (a) form factors and large t and u exclusive reactions, (b) Regge be- 

havior at large t, (c) the k near rtl falloff at low t, and (d) large pT inclusive reac- 

tions. The model satisfies the correspondence principle, in the sense of Bjorken and 

Kogut, and provides a smooth connection between these various regions and phenomena. 
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